LABORATORY PERSONNEL
PQE is able to provide dedicated personnel with expertise for the execution of analytical activities of the following processes (but not limited to):

- CHROMATOGRAPHY (HPLC, UHPLC, GC)
- SPECTROPHOTOMETRY (IR, UV)
- SPECTROSCOPY (AAS)
- STERILITY and LAL TEST
- BIOBURDEN and ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

We also support you with specific capabilities in development and process optimization through:

- ANALYTICAL METHOD OPTIMIZATION
- METHOD TRANSFER
- METHOD VALIDATION

PHARMA LAB 4.0
Following the main concepts (Smart Lab, Paperless, Automation, SaaS and Cloud solution) of the Lab Integration, we offer high level consultancy in leading the process roadmap for the full data development on a digital system.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT FOR DEPLOYMENT OF COMPLEX LABORATORY SYSTEMS:
- CDAS (Chromatographic Data Acquisition System)
- LIMS (Laboratory Information Management System)
- ELN (Electronic Laboratory Notebook)
- SDMS (Scientific Data Management System)

LABORATORY INSTRUMENT MANAGEMENT
PQE provides a full support to the principal QC and Microbiological Lab instruments (including custom instruments) with the following services:

- PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
- PERIODIC QUALIFICATION
- SUPPLIER MANAGEMENT
Choose **PQE Group**, we support you globally thinking locally

**ALL OUR SERVICES**

- Data Integrity Assurance
- Digital Governance
- Qualification & Engineering
- GxP Compliance
- Regulatory Affairs
- Third Party Audits

[pqegroup.com](http://pqegroup.com)  info-service@pqegroup.com

FOLLOW US ON: [LinkedIn](#)  [Facebook](#)  [Instagram](#)  [YouTube](#)  [Twitter](#)  [Snapchat](#)
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